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About This Content

Purchasing Gnaw will permanently unlock this character in Awesomenauts. The character can also be purchased with
Awesomepoints in-game.

Gnaw is a moderately-challenging harasser that applies poison through biting and spitting at enemies. He is also able to create
Weedling mini turrets. He comes equipped with the following abilities:

Spit out a sticky spray of acid goo that damages enemies over time.

 Bite your enemies to gather Growth parts, then use those to grow a Weedling mini turret.

Use Gnaw's filthy maw to bite and infect your enemies!

Skroggle infestations have been reported on over a dozen planets. The highly adaptable Skroggle physiology allows them to thrive in
almost any atmosphere. Skroggles are omnivorous and their bizarre metabolism enables them to vomit plant-like creatures that

excrete volatile acidic spores.

Gnaw was taken from his homeplanet as a Skroggle specimen by Kremzon scientists. But Gnaw was not a beast that could be caged:
his acid-breath melted his holding pen and Gnaw started to rampage through the science facility where he was held. No-one knows
exactly what followed, but the facility was found 12 days later, abandoned, and overgrown with some sort of weird, toxic flora.

Gnaw was eventually noticed by a passing band of Amphibian cosmic biker-pirates. Gnaw was in need of some friends, and he
was taken in by them, nurtured and trained to fight in black-market exotic-alien arena fights. Occasionally his masters sell Gnaw's

"services" to any war general that is desperate enough to set loose the rabid, chitinous menace upon the battlefield.
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Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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